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p Capricorn (December 21 - January 19)
Happy Birthday, Sea Goat. Your nourishing leadership 
ascends to new levels. Diplomatic and charming, innovative 
new ventures have a profound healing component and your 
courageous new path is karmically destined. Celebrity status, 
new found bliss and major dough are in the cards for you, 
Capricorn Baby. Bolt the gate of 2015. This could be big.

[ Aquarius (January 20 - February 17) 
Let the games begin, Water-bearer, as 2015 launches a new 
cycle signed, sealed, and delivered by the gods. Brilliant new 
professional possibilities are off the chain and a project from 
the past may find new legs. You are officially the king or queen 
of the world now. Use your new authority wisely. If you do well, 
an even bigger cosmic promotion may be brewing behind the 
scenes.

] Pisces (February 18 - March 19)
Your instincts are running on optimal as is unconditional 
love and it goes both ways, fish sticks. Destiny has prepared 
radical new work possibilities so work those independently 
with action and freshness. Work hard and do take charge as 
your executive leadership soars and you get results for you, 
me and us! And yes, this month, dream it and it is so…or 
just…within reach, Noble Fish!

q Aries (March 20 - April 19 )
Brave Rambo, you are indeed a warrior and you’ve earned 
this badge of valor during this constant cauldron of change. 
It’s exciting, though and totally liberating. Decisions, 
decisions, decisions in the romance arena. choose wisely as 
partnerships forged now could be futuristic, indeed. CEO 
promotions may lead to a spade of workaholic but success is 
virtually guaranteed, Pioneering One!

w Taurus (April 20 - May 20)                                      
Creative Bull, you are sensual, artistic and tuned in this month 
and parties held at home will be the talk of the town.  A 
honeymoon period in day-to-day life sees new balance and 
harmony. You are a charming and convincing spokesperson 
now so stand up for what is right. This month when Taurus 
speaks, everyone listens, particularly around the new moon of 
the 20th!

e Gemini (May 21 - June 20) 
Write a book, publish a screenplay, apply for a contest this 
month, Twin, as your creative media projects may capture 
some high level attention! Hard work pursuing your dreams 
is lucky indeed and romance is written in the stars with 
commitment sure to follow. Prime time to go back to school 
or do some international travel with your sweetie. You may go 
independent this year as freelance opportunities open for you 
now, Sparkling Gem.  

r Cancer (June 21 - July 21)
2015 sees an auspicious onset for you Sensitive Cancer. 
You thrive and are the star of the show at both work and on 
the home front. Do whip up one of your famous crab and 
artichoke appetizers open a bottle of wine and watch your 
personal luminary the full moon on the 4th and the new moon 
of the 20th, work its voodoo that you do so well, especially 
conducive on these dates but all month long. Nice.

t Leo (July 22 - August 22) 
This is a truly red-letter year for you, Royal Lion, so go for the 
gold and the gusto. The pilot of your life just might get picked 
up. What happens this year could fill a book, so put your pedal 
to the medal and work your butt off. Listen closely; that’s your 
freedom and your true calling, is calling! Relish it, Lovely Lion/
Lioness: you are and have so earned it!

y Virgo (August 23 - September 22)
A star kissed collaboration at work may be just what the doctor 
ordered, Virgo. Resist the urge to isolate and spend time with 
the kids or captain a speculative venture that requires a super 
human outpouring that most definitely pays off. Then follow 
your bliss and remember all work and no play makes our 
Lovely Virgin a dull girl or boy. So honor your wild side and 
retreat to the sacred realm as you follow your spirit’s call.
 

u Libra (September 23 - October 22)
This is your time, Harmonious Libra. Everything that has come 
before has been preparing you for this. Do launch a lucky 
project that aligns with your beliefs and larger objectives. 
You could work from home or your home is your work as 
you hunker down and take de-cluttering to a high art form. 
Remember you are a creative monster, and don’t forget you’re 
not just here for your sweetie. Don’t lose your wild creative 
streak, which could go large this month and take you further 
than you ever dreamed.

i Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
You are reinventing yourself as a hard working visionary with 
potentially the Midas touch, Evolutionary One. Your words 
carry great weight now and you may find your neighborhood 
needs your executive abilities and be called to the fray! Feed 
your restless spirit with a spontaneous road trip and let your 
spirit lead you to mysterious outings both inner and outer, 
Mysterious Seeker. You may need to runaway and that may 
be with someone from the past or an entrepreneurial initiative 
may take off! Could go either way.

o Sagittarius (November 22 - December 20)
Your CEO potential is showing this month, Sagittarius, and 
you could be promoted or begin your own start up. You may 
reinvent the four-hour workweek, or travel the world and 
create a new business model while you’re at it, Fortuitous 
Centaur. If your life is Aladdin’s Lamp now, do take this 
opportunity to put it out there and you are not restricted to 
three!
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Capricorn    Dec. 21 - Jan. 19
Understanding Capricorn

2015 SUN SIGNS
Happy Birthday, reliable leader Capricorn! 
As a practical earth sign ruled by the 
disciplinarian and planet of rules and regulations 
Saturn, you are the natural CEO of the Zodiac. 
Your focus generally is on: a powerful desire 
to succeed, your standing in society, fairness, 
wanting to treat everybody with respect, your 
willingness to learn the ropes and come up from 
the ranks.
 
Represented by the sea goat or mountain goat, 
you assiduously advance to the helm of whatever 
endeavor you set your sights on and build your 
foundation from the ground up. In recent years 
the transiting planets in Capricorn have reshaped 
your goat’s psyche and helped you overcome old 
school notions that have outlived their usefulness. 
Naturally conservative and reserved, Caps can 
actually be kind hearted and charismatic even 
becoming warm and cuddly teddy bears, once 
people around them prove to be trustworthy. 
Also you can be extremely mature in youth and 
seem to become more youthful with age.
 
In the professional realm you are noted for 
your fatherly compassion and you’ll find more 
Capricorn bosses than probably any other sign. 
They tend to provide employees who prove their 
worth and ability tremendous latitude to do their 
jobs with freedom and mutual regard. While they 
may not easily express emotion or give flattery a 
word of appreciation from a Capricorn boss will 
mean a great deal.
 
Caps in 2015
The evolutionary sign of Pluto has been in your 
sign for the past few years and will stay there 
through 2023. It has been forming a square to 
Uranus the planet of revolutionary change with 
a break out opportunity to completely recreate 
your path and sense of identity. Your inherent 
infrastructure is being torn down and rebuilt 
from the ground up. Saturn and Neptune are in 
harmonious aspect to your Sun indicating great 
creativity, hard work, spirituality and vision are 
keystones in the coming year.
 
Some well known Capricorns include such high 
achievers as news caster Katie Couric; President 
Woodrow Wilson; founding father/scientist Ben 
Franklin; ground-breaking physicist Isaac Newton 
and Jeff Bazos, the founder of Amazon.com. 
 
*If you are a Capricorn and do not resonate to 
these attributes you’ll need to look at the rest of 
your chart as this description only relates to your 
sun sign and ascendant.


